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1. Great place with unique brand and 
universal affinity from residents.

2. Area of sociopolitical confluence.
3. Historic significance, character, charm.
4. Fully-occupied commercial spaces serve 

spectrum of neighborhood needs.
5. Clean and safe program has improved 

function and perceptions of Square.
6. The Square is a conveniently-accessed and 

well-conceived space with great potential.
7. Dense and diverse residential base of 

individuals that want urban lifestyle.
8. Farmers Market + Festivals
9. Vested stakeholders ready to help.
10. Legacy transit site with commitment.
11. 
12.

1. Safety/security concerns persist.
2. Currently a place of great physical, 

social, and economic segregation.
3. The Square is isolated from adjacent 

neighborhoods and is poorly connected to 
other retail districts and regional amenities. 

4. The environs feel drab, poorly maintained.
5. Basic pedestrian facilities (sidewalks, 

lighting, etc.) are lacking or missing.
6. Cars are prioritized over pedestrians.
7. Franchise locations are underwhelming.
8. Parking is insufficient, intimidating.
9. Classist roots have become racialized and 

project a sense of exclusivity.
10. Youth/families almost entirely absent.
11.
12. 

1. Should be equitable, civic place 
that connects people.

2. “Regional Destination” status to 
follow transformation to integral civic hub.

3. Common area ownership, programming, and 
maintenance needs to be reconsidered.

4. Need to work with and through youth.
5. The Square may not need to be as 

convenient for commuters as it is today.
6. Better connect to complementary retail 

districts, regional amenities.
7. Opportunity for Shaker Square to be regional 

draw during winter holiday season.
8. Users largely unaware of Square’s potential.
9. Accessible home ownership is still critical.
10. Erase the physical/implied boundaries.
11.
12.

1. The community currently lacks the 
sociopolitical infrastructure enjoyed 
by most Cleveland neighborhoods.

2. Cleveland’s entrenched “car culture” may 
make stall any efforts to “tame the square”.

3. Instability of adjacent neighborhoods 
threaten long-term health of Square.

4. There is limited precedent for successful 
mixed-income and equitable neighborhoods.

5. Nostalgia drives people’s affinity for Square; 
disruptive/radical change could frustrate.

6. 3Ds: Distrust, Divestment, Displacement
7. Future ownership whims creates uncertainty.
8. Modest expectations can forestall progress.
9. Maintenance and operations prohibitive.
10. Segregation patterns are not improving.
11. 
12.

SAINT LUKE'S
DISTRICT

SHAKER LAKES

DOAN BROOK GREENWAY

CEDAR FAIRMOUNT (2.5 MI)

UPTOWN (2.5 MI)
COVENTRY (3 MI)

VAN AKEN DISTRICT (4 MI)

BUCKEYE ROAD

OPP'Y CORRIDOR (1.5 MI)
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